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一、中英文摘要及關鍵詞

中文摘要
對大量的藝術與繪畫作品做分類是一件非常繁瑣的工作，而且對繪畫類別的認定也是比較主
觀，在此我們提出一個根據主題內容的繪畫影像擷取系統，可以針對使用者每次不同的要求來對
資料庫中的繪畫影像做搜尋。由於繪畫的主題內容是屬於高階的特徵，無法單純的利用一兩種低
階特徵予以表現。所以我們利用 AdaBoost algorithm 來找出一些低階的特徵組合以符合使用者要
求的高階特徵。繪畫作品不同於自然影像，如：明暗強烈、筆觸明顯、色彩自由，同樣主題的畫
作可能會呈現全然不同的色調。因此我們提出一個根據繪畫構圖與邊緣角度的紋理特徵─ Local
Edge Pattern (LEP), Orientational Correlogram (OC), Spatial Angular Distribution (SAD)─以訓練
AdaBoost 分類器。本系統設計並包括回饋的機制讓使用者適時的介入並增加樣本數以得到更好的
分類結果。目前實驗顯示本系統架構可以達到滿意的效果，也證明了本系統對主題搜尋不僅達到
正確的結果，而且所時間效率好，可以直接在線上使用。
關鍵字： 主題內容的繪畫影像搜尋，AdaBoost， 回饋機制， 空間/角度的分佈圖(Spatial Angular
Distribution, SAD)， 鄰近邊樣式(Local Edge Pattern, LEP)，方向性相關分佈圖
(Orientational Correlogram, OC)

Abstract
A content-based painting image retrieval system based on AdaBoost is proposed. By selecting
sample images of the same content-e.g. portraits-with relevance feedback, the user can acquire painting
images he desires. Different from natural images, paintings are not limited in colors. For example, to
emphasize the sadness of a person, his face may be painted in pale blue rather than skin color. Thus we
propose a set of features based on the structure of painting, spatial arrangement, and angle distribution of
edge pixels- Local Edge Pattern (LEP), Orientational Correlogram (OC), Spatial Angular Distribution
(SAD) - to train our system. Since AdaBoost algorithm is very efficient in finding a combination of
weak classifiers into a strong one, and the semantic content of a painting is far from one or two low level
features, thus AdaBoost with a large set of 4,356 features is a very good match. According to our
experiments, the system is proved to be accurate in content based image retrieval and also very efficient
for on-line users.
Keywords: Content-Based Painting Image Retrieval, AdaBoost, Relevance Feedback, Local Edge
Pattern (LEP), Orientational Correlogram (OC), Spatial Angular Distribution (SAD)

二、報告內容與參考文獻
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所發表的文章（6 頁）附錄於本頁之後。

三、計畫成果自評

本計畫執行成果所提之利用 Adaboost 與 reference feedback 來進行繪畫主題的搜尋，能有
效且正確的找尋出與 query 相符的主題，效果非常令人滿意，執行成果顯示與當初所提之原計
畫內容大致相符，也達到預期目標。本計畫的執行不僅得以發表一篇於 IEEE conference paper，
還有一位碩士班學生以此為主題作為其畢業論文。希望後續能以這次研究的成效與經驗，推廣
至更多各式各樣的繪畫搜尋。

A Content-Based Painting Image Retrieval System Based on AdaBoost
Algorithm
Shwu-Huey Yen, Ming-Hsien Hsieh, Chia-Jen Wang, Hwei-Jen Lin

Abstract—A content-based painting image retrieval (CBPIR)
system based on AdaBoost is proposed. By providing query
examples which share the same semantic concepts, e.g., portraits,
and incorporating with relevance feedback (RF), the user can
acquire the desired painting images. To bridge the gap between
low-level features and semantic concepts, a large set of 4,356
features on texture and spatial arrangement of painting images is
provided. Utilize the nice characteristic of AdaBoost algorithm
that it can combine partial weak classifiers, i.e. features, into a
strong one, the system can correctly discover a few most critical
features from provided samples and search paintings sharing
same features from the database. Our experiment in query of
“portrait,” based on 3 RFs and an average of 50 repetitions,
shows an excellent performance of (approximately) 0.71, 0.84,
0.95 in Precision, Recall, and Top 100 Precision rates. The
average execution time, based on 50 repetitions, required in
initial query and three RF with training and classifying is
approximately 1.2 seconds, thus a complete query takes less than
5 seconds in training and classifying. The system is proved to be
accurate in content based image retrieval and also very efficient
for on-line users.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The interest in automatic analysis of images based upon
their contents has increased significantly with recent
developments in digital image collections, World Wide Web,
networking and multimedia. Research in content-based image
retrieval (CBIR) becomes a major topic since first proposed in
the early 1990s. The great deal of research work is devoted
into this field: QBIC [1], Virage [2], VisualSEEK [3] etc.
Using low-level features, such as color, texture, shape and
layout, for CBIR is the most common approach to retrieve
images. But images of dissimilar semantic content may share
some common low-level features, while images of similar
semantic content may be scattered in the feature space, thus
CBIR based on low-level features is far from satisfactory.
In this paper, a CBPIR system is proposed for retrieving
painting images of the same content, such like “portrait”, “still
life”, “landscape”, “vase with flowers”, etc. The similarity
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among images of same content is more implicit and
complicated than similarities in low-level features. For
example, two portraits may be different in colors, layout,
texture, in background, in position (sit, stand, or lying down),
etc.; on the other hand, these two paintings all have faces, and
the main figures located in the center. Therefore, the proposed
system must be able to extract the complex visual similarities
as well as the subtle distinctions of painting contents. In the
existed CBIR systems, there are not so many systems designed
specially for the painting images. For those painting images
retrieving systems, most are following the trail of the
traditional CBIR, using low-level features to measure the
similarity among queries and images from database. Liu et
al. [4] utilized techniques of data mining with low-level
features to analyze the painting style of the artists or paintings.
Kushiki et al. [5] proposed a content-based retrieval system,
based on a combination of low-level features, to classify a
collection of the Madonna, Frescoes, and Impressionist Scenes
painting images.
De Bonet & Viola [6] presented a concept of
“texture-of-texture” such that its measurement is based on the
path of a tree of non-linear filtering operations. Each path
through the tree creates a particular filter network, which
responds to certain structural organization in the image. By
down-sample operations and convolutions, a total of 46,875
feature values are obtained for each image. In this way,
thousands of very specific features are extracted to
approximate a complex visual similarity among images. To
solve the problem of complex computations, Tieu et al. [7]
used the AdaBoost Algorithm to choose twenty most important
features out of 46,875 features. Considering these 20 features
only, the speed of searching database can be accelerated to one
million images per second. Later, Viola et al. [8] also applied
AdaBoost learning algorithm and yielded an efficient classifier
for face detection.
Inspired by these researches, the purpose for extracting
complex visual futures of the same content images is realized
by defining a large set of features and with the help of the
AdaBoost learning algorithm to select most critical features.
Thus, an on-line CBPIR system for painting images is so
constructed. In Section II, the system framework is introduced,
and both original and modified AdaBoost algorithms are
discussed. Section III describes the features selection. Section
IV provides experimental results of the proposed system. In
Section V, some parameters are discussed, and finally, some
perspectives are given.

II.

SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

Usually, a user may wish to search “portraits” (high-level
concept) instead of the paintings with skin color (low-level
feature). Our proposed system is designed to bridge the gap
such that it classifies painting images according to their
“contents” that people are really interested in. In order to
extract and combine the features for different queries and be
efficient enough for on-line learning, AdaBoost learning
algorithm is adopted for training the classifier. In the following,
AdaBoost Algorithm [9] and its modified version will be
discussed. Since images from the initial query only provide a
small amount of positive and negative training data, a device
of relevance feedback (RF) is necessary to make more samples
available for the system learning and thus improve the
retrieval performance. We will also discuss the mechanism of
the RF in the proposed system.
A. Original Adaboost Algorithm [9]
The AdaBoost Algorithm is used to boost the performance
of a single weak classifier by combining a few weak classifiers
to a strong classifier. T weak classifiers with the least error are
selected to constitute a final strong classifier. The AdaBoost
Algorithm is briefly described as blow.
______________________________________________
Given: training images ( xi , yi ) , i = 1,K, n , and yi = 0, 1 for
z

negative/positive training images respectively.
Initialize the weights ω = 1 or 1 for yi = 0, 1
1, i

z

respectively, where m, l are the number of negative and
positive training images.
For t = 1, …, T:
 For each feature j, a weak classifier hj is trained. Next,
calculate ε j = ∑ ω t , i h j ( xi ) − yi .

2m

2l

image x is matched with the query.
To implement the AdaBoost Algorithm, each weak classifier
hj needs to be trained ahead of time. Because our system is for
on-line learning, both accuracy and efficiency should be
considered. A simple definition for weak classifier is as
followed [10]:
⎧1
h j (x ) = ⎨
⎩0

k

such

that

hk (⋅) = ht (⋅) and ε t = ε k .

ε k < ε j , ∀j ≠ k .

Let

⎧
⎛
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⎜ Cn
⎪⎪
⎝
θj = ⎨
⎛ 1
⎪
⎜
⎪(1-γ )⎜ C
⎝ n
⎩⎪

image xi being correctly or incorrectly classified by ht(⋅),
and β = ε t .
t
1− εt
 Normalize ω t +1 so that it is a distribution.
The final strong classifier is
⎧⎪
1
H (x ) = ⎨
⎪⎩0

∑

T
t =1

α t ht ( x ) ≥

1 T
∑ αt
2 t =1
otherwise

(1)

where α = log 1 .
t
βt

______________________________________________
When the strong classifier, as in (1), has been trained, it
evaluates the score
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B.

Modified AdaBoost
To make the AdaBoost Algorithm more prominent for
CBPIR, three modifications are made.
(1). Outliers Removing:
For each feature j, as mentioned, the range of fj(xi) usually
is large for different images xi. Thus, in determining the
thresholdθj in (3), those extreme values of fj(xi) should be
removed to reduce the effect of outliers. The task is
achieved by following steps.
______________________________________________
z
z

For each feature j, sort feature values fj(xi), xi is a training
image, i = 1, 2, …, n, with increasing order.
Let Smin = Sm – 2⋅( SM - Sm) and Smax = SM + 2⋅( SM - Sm)
where sm and s M are the values of the top n 4 and

3n 4 feature values respectively.
The feature value which is not in the range [Smin, Smax] will
be removed.
__________________________________________________
z

 Update ω t +1 , i = ω t , i β t1− e i where ei = 0, 1 for training

z

(2)

otherwise

where x is an image from database, fj(x) is the value of feature
j for x, pj is a parity sign, θj is the threshold determined as in (3)
with Cn and Cp the negative and positive training set. γ = 0.5 is
used for simplicity. Cai [10] suggests that pj = 1 if the average
feature values of positive training set is smaller than that of the
negative training set and pj = -1 otherwise.

i

 Choose

if p j f j (x ) < p jθ j

α t ht ( x) for every image x in the

t =1

database. If H(x) = 1 then x is classified as a positive and a
negative otherwise. The score indicates that how similar the

(2). Preserving Previous Classifier:
Through the feedback procedure, as discussed in the
following, the user would select some false positive
images or false negative images from the retrieved images
to refine the query. In addition to retraining a new
classifier using added samples from RF [7], we preserve
the previous training result and multiply it by a weight ρ,
0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1. The modified final strong classifier is in (4), h′
and α ′ are the previous weak classifiers and
corresponding weights.

{

}

1
T
T
⎧
⎪1 ρ∑α ′h′( x) +∑t =1αt ht (x) ≥
ρ∑α ′ +∑t =1αt (4)
H(x) = ⎨
2
⎪⎩ 0
otherwise

In this way, any insignificant features that had been
selected previously will become less influential in
succeeding feedback rounds due to multiplication by ρ.

On the other hand, the truly critical features will be
chosen no matter what the training set is, and thus their
importance will be reinforced.
(3). Initial Weights of the New Training Images:
After a user selects false positive images and false
negative images in the step of RF, together with the
training images from previous classifiers, these sample
images become the new training images for the next
classifier. To improve performance of the next classifier,
we will increase the chance that it can correctly classify
those images which are falsely classified by the previous
classifier. To accomplish this intention, we first evaluate
the error ξ of the previous classifier on the new training
images, and use it to modify the initial weights of the
training samples of the AdaBoost algorithm when
retraining the next classifier. The steps are described as
below:
______________________________________________
z Assign weights ω = 1 or 1 for y i = 0, 1 as before,
1,i
2m
2l
where m, l are the number of negative and positive training
images.
z Classify the training set using the previous strong classifier
H′(x). Compute error ξ = ∑ ω 1,i H ′(x ) − y i .
i

z

Update ω1,i = ω1,i β 1−ei where ei = 0,1 for training image

z

xi being correctly or incorrectly classified by H′(x), and
ξ .
β=
1−ξ
ω1,i . The value of ω will be used
Normalize:
1,i
ω1,i =

∑

n

j =1

ω1, j

as the initial weight for image xi when train the next
classifier.
______________________________________________
C. Relevance Feedback (RF)
As stated in [11] that there is not a direct relation between
the low-level feature and high-level concept, so a feedback
mechanism is very helpful to improve the performance of the
system. With additional information of the user’s labeling on
the relevance/irrelevance of retrieved images, the system
learns the user’s query concept, and gradually improves the
retrieval result. Since images similar to the training images do
not bring much new knowledge to the system, thus, to learn
most of the user’s target, images selected from a feedback
mechanism should be as far as possible from the existed
training images. In our system, user will be requested to label
“irrelevant” images from the best matching retrieved images,
and “relevant” from the worst matching un-retrieved images.
Retrieved (or Un-retrieved) images are those images x with
H(x) to be 1 (or 0) in Eq. (4), and the best/worst matching is
indicated by the magnitude of ρ

∑α ′h′( x) + ∑

T
t =1

from (4). The details will be described in Section IV.
III. FEATURE SELECTION

α t ht ( x)

As observing paintings of different contents, they can be
roughly divided into categories of portraits, landscape, still life,
and others. In portraits, the character usually has a face shown
on the center of canvas, and the background of portrait usually
is simple. In landscape, there are usually some large objects
(like sky, prairie, etc.) with layout to be in horizontal or
diagonal and divided into two or three parts. The layout and
the background of a still life could be very similar to a portrait,
but there might be a desk or something to support the main
character. In addition, different from natural images, paintings
are not limited in colors. For example, to emphasize
desperation of a person, his face may be painted in pale blue
rather than skin color. Therefore, we design the features
according to the aforementioned characteristics on gray scaled
painting images. The features consist of global and local
texture, and spatial arrangement on gray scaled painting
images. Since the semantic content of a painting is far from
characterization by one or two low-level features, and
AdaBoost algorithm is very efficient in finding a combination
of partial weak classifiers into a strong one. Accordingly
AdaBoost with Spatial Angular Distribution (SAD), 644
features, Local Edge Pattern (LEP), 512 features, and
Orientational Correlogram (OC), 3,200 features, is a very
good match. Our experiments also confirm this point of view.
A. Spatial Angular Distribution (SAD)
Paintings have various layouts based on their contents and a
painter’s habit. Nevertheless, a portrait usually has a face
around the upper center position; a vase with flowers usually
has a vase right in the center of the painting, etc. Thus, not
only the global layout, in certain location of the painting, e.g.
the upper center, its local layouts are also important to
understand the content of a painting. 23 blocks [12] are
designed to extract global and local layouts as well as textural
information. For each block, we will calculate the angle
distribution of its edge pixels. For each angle, mean and
standard deviation (SD), the average and SD of locations of
edge pixels are also calculated. To cope with different painting
sizes, position is transformed to relative position with respect
to the height and width of the painting. Details are described in
the following:
______________________________________________
z Use Sobel operator to identify edge pixels. Angles of
these edge pixels are calculated. For each block,
considering those shaded area only, a histogram of 4
different angles θ i =1~ 4 : 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, is constructed.
If an edge pixel with angle A is between two adjacent
and A - θ i
angles θi, θi+1, then amounts of
A - θi
1-

θ i +1 - θ i

θ i +1 - θ i

will be accumulated to bins θi, θi+1 respectively with
i+1(mod 4) being considered. Finally, the accumulated
value of each bin is divided by the total number of pixels
in the block for normalizing.
z The average and SD of the locations, in x- and
y-coordinate, of those edge pixels contributed to bin θi are

evaluated. The average and SD values are calculated by
considering all edge pixels with angles between θi-1 and
θi+1 since the amount of bin θi is accumulated from
those edge pixels. The average and SD of angles to each
bin θi are calculated in the same way. Together with the
value of θi in the histogram, there are 7 feature values per
angle θi. Hence there are 4x7=28 features for each block,
and 28x23=644 features for one image.
______________________________________________
B. Local Edge Pattern (LEP) [13]:
Extended from LBP [14], LEP represents the local texture
of edge image effectively. First, get the texture of each pixel
by taking the binary edge image obtained as in SAD to
convolute with a mask shown in Fig. 1. Next, construct the
LEP histogram hlep for a region R such that the mth bin hlep(m)
is evaluated by (5),
n
(5)
hlep (m) = m , m = 0, K , 511
N
where nm is the number of pixels with LEP value m, and N is
the number of total pixels in R. In here, the region R will be
the whole image.
1
8
32

2
256
64

layouts are more important than detailed strokes of paintings.
Thus a preprocessing of histogram equalization followed by a
7x7 median filter is applied to images to eliminate the
influence of illumination and fine details. The detailed
implementations of the system are described as below.
1). The system first randomly provides sample images, 12
images per page, for user to select his target as shown in Fig. 2.
User selects about 5 images each that he does or does not want
for positive and negative training images.
2). The classified result is presented on the Retrieval Pages.
Every image x with H(x) = 1 in Eq. (4) will be displayed
according to the descending order of the score
T
ρ ∑ α ′h ′( x) + ∑ α t ht ( x) . As in Fig. 3, the first page, i.e. 12
t =1

images with the highest scores, of the retrieval result is
displayed after the initial query.

4
16
128

Figure 1 The mask used for calculating the LEP

C. Orientational Correlogram (OC):
One of well known disadvantages of histogram analysis is
that it does not contain any spatial information. Qiu [15]
proposed an orientational color correlogram (OCC). OCC
extends from the traditional gray-level co-occurrence matrix
[16] [17] which is widely used for texture description.
In here, only gray-level is considered so called OC
(Orientational Correlogram) feature. Gray-levels in image I
are quantized into c1 , K , c L levels. Let Ic denote the set of
pixels with its gray-level being c. Define the distance between
two pixels p1 and p2 in the directional angle θ to be
δ = p 2 − p1 . OC is defined as in (6).
θ

(

occ (δ ,θ , i, j ) = Pr p1 ∈ I ci , p 2 ∈ I c j , p 2 − p1 θ = δ

)

Figure 2 The page randomly providing sample images to initiate
a query.

(6)

In our research, gray-levels are quantized into 8 levels, and
two orientations, horizontal and vertical, are considered.
Distance is treated as the percentage of width (or height) of
image when considering horizontal (or vertical) direction.
Here we choose 25 distances including 1%, 3%, 5%, ..., 49%
of width (or height). Hence, the dimension of OC
is (25 × 2 × 82 ) = 3200 .

Figure 3 The Retrieval Page. Three images are labeled as

IV. EXPERIMENT
In order to implement our system, 1047 paintings are
downloaded from various web sites and 192 images are
manually labeled “portrait” among them. Since paintings are
in different sizes, images are rescaled proportionally so that
they all have a height of 128. As the purpose of the system is
to classify the semantic contents of paintings, the over all

3). Relevance Feedback (RF) is next activated. After the
Retrieval Pages are displayed, user should make a positive and
a negative feedback to retrain the classifier. User is suggested
to select about 3 to 5 irrelevant images starting from the first
page of the Retrieval Pages, i.e. best matching irrelevant
images. As indicated in Fig. 3, three images are selected as a

negative RF. For user to make a positive RF, the system
exhibits those un-retrieved images, i.e. image x with H(x) = 0
in (4). According to [11], the best way to add new positive
images as feedback is to pick images farthest from the classify
margin, i.e. images with the lowest scores. To avoid that there
may be very few images user wants and causes a long
searching for picking positive RF, the system shows images
starting from the midst page instead of the last page of
un-retrieved images. Then user makes his choice about 3 to 5
images as a positive RF. A midst un-retrieval page is shown in
Fig. 4, three images are selected as a positive RF. To promote
the performance, user is informed that any images in the first
page of the Retrieval Page are treated as positive images
unless user indicates it is not. So user must check the 1st page
of the Result Page at least.
3). The system retrains the classifier according to the new
training set obtained from step 3 and gets the refined retrieval
result. As seen in Fig. 5, those 12 paintings on the first page of
the Retrieval Page are correctly classified as “portrait” after
one RF. User can repeat the RF process to get an even better
retrieval result.
V.

DISCUSSIONS

To evaluate performances of the system, we ask four
students to label “portrait” from the collected database. 192
images are so labeled. In the following experiments, we
restrict the query on the topic of “portrait” and use these
labeled images as the ground truth. In addition, because
sample images are randomly generated for user to initiate a
query, thus the results will be different every time even if user
makes queries for the same topic. Therefore, we repeat the
same query 50 times and take the average performance in
every experiment discussed below. The Recall Rate, Precision
Rate, Top N Precision Rate are used to evaluate the
performance as in Eq. (7) ~ (9). In experiments, N is set to be
100 which takes more than 8 retrieval pages to display and it is
more than a user will be interested in general.
Recall Rate =

# of portraits retrieved
# of portraits in database

(7)

# of portraits retrieved
# of retrieved images

(8)

Precision Rate =

Top N Precision Rate =

number is obtained from the average of 50 queries, and 3 RF
for each query. In particularly, (d) is the average executing
time for 3 feedback iterations, thus a total time of one
complete query is multiplied by 4, including the initial query.
Note that the Recall rate has not been much influenced by T.
Consider both Precision and executed time, T = 32 is a
reasonable choice.
2). Iteration of RF: In experiments, 3 RFs are used for
typical users may have no patience to repeat RFs over 3
iterations. But if we can repeat RFs over and over again, the
result is getting perfect as shown in Fig. 6.

# of portraits in Top N retrieved images
N

(9)

In this study, we did not compare our system with any
previous works since there is no similar study on CBPIR. But
various experiments are performed to study relations among
the number of features selection, and number of RFs in the
system.
1). T, the number of weak classifiers chosen in AdaBoost:
To balance the performance of retrieval results and the cost of
execution time, we perform a set of experiments with respect
to different number of features in the system. In Fig. 7, every

Figure 4 An Un-Retrieval Page. Three images are labeled as “relevant”.

Figure 5 The first page of Retrieval Pages after the first relevance
feedback.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a CBPIR based on AdaBoost Algorithm is
proposed. The AdaBoost learning algorithm is modified to
encourage the consequence of the feedback mechanism. How
to choose images for positive/negative RF is also discussed to
refine succeeding results. Due to the purpose of recognizing
the contents of paintings, we adopt features of SAD, LEP and
OC, a total of 4,356, and the characteristic of AdaBoost that

efficiently combining weak classifiers into a strong one. Our
experiment, based on 3 RFs and an average of 50 repetitions,
shows an excellent performance of (approximately) 0.71, 0.84,
0.95 in Precision, Recall, and Top 100 Precision rates.
In the subsequent work, we will enlarge the database and
collect more ground truth images to further verify the
efficiency of the system. Moreover, as indicated from Fig. 7,
how to utilize the learning experiences from previous users if
the same topic is queried again is also a very interesting
question. To combine a keyword query with our system is also
under investigated.
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Figure 7 From top to bottom: Recall rate; Precision rate; Top 100
precision; Average Time for training and classifying. Experiments
are performed with respect to T features chosen.

